**Deer Transportation Tag**

**ATTACH THIS TAG TO DEER BEFORE MOVING**

Complete this card and affix to carcass immediately upon recovering your deer. Record confirmation # on this tag after reporting your harvest; fill in everything else immediately upon harvest. Except in those DMZs where 2 deer may be taken at a time, confirmation # must be obtained and recorded before continuing to hunt where bag limit has not been reached.

This tag stays with the carcass until it is butchereed/taxidermied.

To report your deer, call (855) | HUNT NJ or (855) 448-6865 or NJFishandWildlife.com/ahrs.htm

Name: ____________________________  CID: ____________________________

Date of Harvest: __________  Season of Harvest: __________

Deer Mgt Zone: __________  County: __________

Township: __________  Deer Mgt Unit: __________

---

**Confirmation Number:**

**Circle Weapon Used:**

Shotgun  Muzzleloader  Compound Bow  Cross Bow  Recurve Bow

**Circle Antlerless Category:**

Doe  Button Buck  Male Deer with Antlers Less Than 3 in.  Shed

**Circle Antlered Category:**

Male with Antlers Greater Than 3 in.  Antler Points- Right: ____________________  Antler Points- Left: ____________________

Broken Antlers

---
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